
Summer Assignment 2018: Honors English I 
 

** Please read Part I of To Kill a Mockingbird ** 
 

Contacts for Questions If you have any questions about this assignment please email your teacher. Mrs. Loro can be reached 
at loroa@warrenhills.org; Mr. Oakley can be reached at oakleya@warrenhills.org; and department supervisor Mr. Dennison 
is at dennisonk@warrenhills.org. The due date for this assignment is the first day of class. 
                
Activity I: Vocabulary 
(Both vocabulary assignments, explained directly below, are attached to this packet.) 
 
To Kill a Mockingbird is a realistic fiction novel in which an adult, Scout, tells the story of events that happened when she 
was around 8 years old and the significant impact this time period had on her life. Harper Lee uses a complex mix of 
language that accurately captures adult-like insight, child-like observations, and the culture of Alabama in the pre-civil rights 
era. Her word choice, also known as diction, is the foundation for understanding the characters, setting, and plot 
development of the novel.  
 
For Vocabulary List #1, before and/or during reading, 
 
- identify the part of speech 
 Be sure the part of speech is accurate for the context of the passage in which the word is being used. 
 
- identify the word definition 
 Be sure the definition is accurate for the context of the passage in which the word is being used. Do not  
 automatically use the first definition found. Double check by putting the definition into the sentence to  
 see if it makes sense. 
 
- identify the prefix/root definition 
 Use your attached Prefix/Root Packet to define the given prefix and/or root. Some prefixes and roots have more  
 than one definition. Be sure the definition is accurate for the context of the word. Analyzing Latin and  
 Greek prefixes and roots helps students understand word origins and how they form the basis for modern  
 English words. This packet will continue to be used throughout the course. 
                
 
For Vocabulary List #2, before and/or during reading, 
 
- identify the part of speech 
 Be sure the part of speech is accurate for the context of the passage in which the word is being used. 
 
- identify the word definition 
 Be sure the definition is accurate for the context of the passage in which the word is being used. Do not  
 automatically use the first definition found. Double check by putting the definition into the sentence to  
 see if it makes sense. 
 
- reuse the word in a personal sentence 
 To show you fully understand the definition and can use it in a meaningful way, write a unique sentence  
 that uses yourself (“I” or “me” or your name) as the subject of the sentence and includes the focus word. 
                
 

Please handwrite your responses on the given vocabulary packet. 
 

Please note that vocabulary will be discussed in class and an assessment will be given within the first few weeks of school. 
 

Academic Integrity/Plagiarism: The Warren Hills Regional School District expects students to know and adhere to its 
academic dishonesty policy. Please reference Board of Education Policy #5701 and Regulation #5701 for more 
information. Plagiarism and collaboration with others on this assignment are prohibited. Please direct all questions to your 
teacher via the e-mail addresses given above. 

 

mailto:loroa@warrenhills.org
mailto:oakleya@warrenhills.org
mailto:dennisonk@warrenhills.org
https://www.straussesmay.com/seportal/public/DistrictPolicy.aspx?policyid=5701&search=5701&id=be8c76a1c9df4426bf6c93cfd8b1a2d9
https://www.straussesmay.com/seportal/public/DistrictRegulation.aspx?regulationid=5701&search=5701&id=be8c76a1c9df4426bf6c93cfd8b1a2d9


Summer Assignment 2018: Honors English I 
 
Activity II: Part I Novel Response - Narrative Essay 

In To Kill a Mockingbird, Scout, the narrator and main character, retells the story of a period in her life that made a 
significant impact on her. Within the novel, there are several plot episodes, or mini-stories, in which Scout is awakened to 
new knowledge, given memorable advice by her father, prompted to reflect on who she is, and put in situations that 
contribute to her overall character development. Some examples include the fight with her cousin on Christmas and the day 
she learned from her father of the background to Mrs. Dubose’s situation. 
 
Assignment: Retell the story of an event from your life that has had a notable impact on your own character development so 
far. The impact can be positive or negative or both. The story can be of a major event or a minor event, as sometimes 
changes are abrupt and big (like the aftermath of a car accident), but can also be small but still relevant (like the impact of a 
single conversation or TV episode).  Please be sure you are telling a story about you, rather than someone else’s story, and 
that the story is one you would feel comfortable sharing with peers.  
 
Your story should: 
 
- Be developed around one focus moment that captures the essence of your point. Please, do not include sensitive details in 
your narrative that could embarrass other people such as family and friends. In addition, do not attempt to summarize long 
or on-going events like an entire softball season or an entire vacation to Florida or Halloween every year at your friend’s 
house. A visual to help with this is to imagine you could take one picture that highlights the story, what would that moment 
be? Tell the story of that moment. In Scout’s situation with her cousin, the focus moment might be when she decided to 
swing at him despite the advice of her father, Atticus, or when she overheard her uncle, Jack, defending her to her father.  
 
- Include fully developed story elements of characters (who is involved), setting (where and when), focus problem or 
moment (what happened and why), and resolution or reaction (how you and/or others reacted to or solved the problem or 
focus).  
 
- Conclude by explaining why you chose to tell this story and how it has impacted you (theme). 
 
- Have a creative title that reflects the point you are trying to make.  
 
- Be typed, double-spaced, using the MLA format as outlined below, as well as reread and edited often for clarity and 
creativity, as well as spelling, grammar, and punctuation issues. Please have your story printed out for the first day of class. If 
access to technology and printing is a concern, please contact a teacher or supervisor well before the first day of school. 
 
                
 
Modern Language Association (MLA) formatting uses 1-inch margins, a 12-point font, and double-spacing. A change of 
paragraphs is indicated by an indent, not an extra space. For more MLA style details, see the Purdue Online Writing Lab 
website (Purdue OWL). A sample heading is below: 
 
 
First and Last Name 
 
Teacher’s Last Name 
 
Honors English I 
 
Day Month Year 
 

Creative Title  
 

 
 
 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/1/


Name:            Honors English I  
 

Summer Assignment 
Rubric 

 
Activity 20 10-19 0-9 Score/ 

Comments 
 

 
Vocabulary 

 
- Vocabulary is 
complete 
- Vocabulary contains 
few, if any, errors in 
accuracy 

 
- Some aspects of the 
assignment are missing 
- Vocabulary contains 
notable errors in accuracy 
 

 
- Many aspects of the 
assignment are missing 
- Vocabulary contains 
considerable errors in 
accuracy 

 

 
 

Narrative 
Presentation  

 
- Typed in correct 
format 
- Few, if any, errors in 
punctuation, spelling, or 
grammar 
 

 
- Some errors in formatting 
- Notable errors in spelling, 
punctuation, or grammar 
 

 
- Many errors in 
formatting 
- Errors in spelling, 
punctuation, or 
grammar interfere with 
meaning 

 

 
 

Narrative Word 
Choice 

 
- Title is unique & 
relevant  
- Many examples of 
unique, varied 
vocabulary are present 
- Sentences are notably 
complete & varied 
- Opening sentence is 
unique & strong 

 
- Title is somewhat general 
or irrelevant 
- Most vocabulary is 
general 
- Sentences are somewhat 
general, repetitive, 
fragmented, or run on 
- Opening sentence is 
somewhat general or weak 

 
- Title is missing 
- Vocabulary is very 
general 
- Most sentences are 
general, repetitive, 
fragmented, or run on 
- Opening sentence is 
very general or weak 

 

 
 
 
 

Narrative Story 
Elements 

 
- All characters are fully 
developed (who) 
- All settings are specific 
& fully developed 
(where & when) 
- Clear, specific, & well 
developed focus 
moment and/or 
problem (what) 
- Clear, specific, & well 
developed explanation 
for focus and/or 
problem (why) 
- Resolution of or 
reaction to problem is 
clear & well developed 
(how) 

 
- Some characters are 
somewhat underdeveloped  
- Some setting elements are 
somewhat general or 
underdeveloped  
- somewhat general or 
underdeveloped focus 
and/or problem 
- Explanation for problem 
or focus is somewhat 
general or underdeveloped  
- Resolution of or reaction 
to problem/s is somewhat 
general or underdeveloped  

 
-  Some characters are 
very underdeveloped  
- Some setting 
elements are very 
underdeveloped  
- Focus problem/s is 
very underdeveloped  
- Explanation for 
problem/s is very 
underdeveloped  
- Resolution of or 
reaction to problem/s 
is very underdeveloped  
 

 

 
Narrative 
Theme  

 
- Theme, moral, or 
point of story is clear, 
relevant, & fully 
explained  

 
- Theme, moral, or point 
of story is somewhat 
general or underdeveloped 

 
- Theme, moral or 
point of story is very 
general or 
underdeveloped 

 

 
 
 



Summer Assignment 2018: Honors English I 
Vocabulary Packet 

 
Vocabulary List #1 
 
1. “So Simon, having forgotten his teacher’s dictum …” (4).   
Part of Speech:   Definition:   
Root:  dict   Root Definition:   
 
 
2. “Atticus’ office in the courtroom contained … an unsullied Code of Alabama” (4). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  un   Prefix Definition:   
 
 
3. “The Haverfords … were imprudent enough to do it in the presence of three witnesses …” (5). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  im   Prefix Definition:   
 
 
4. “Inside the house lived a malevolent phantom” (8). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  mal   Prefix Definition:    
Prefix:  vol    Prefix Definition:  
 
 
5. “… I had been wallowing illicitly in the daily papers” (17). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  il   Prefix Definition: 
 
 
6. “My replies were monosyllabic and he did not press me” (28). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  mon   Prefix Definition: 
 
 
7. “He waited in amiable silence …” (29). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Root:  ami   Root Definition: 
 
 
8. “‘I’m afraid our activities would be received with considerable disapprobation …” (31). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  dis   Prefix Definition: 
 
 
9. “… she was only another lady in the neighborhood, but a relatively benign presence” (42). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  ben   Prefix Definition: 
 



Summer Assignment 2018: Honors English I 
Vocabulary Packet 

 
Vocabulary List #1 
 
10. “With a click of her tongue she thrust out her bridgework, a gesture of cordiality ...” (43). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  cord   Prefix Definition: 
 
 
11. “Miss Maudie’s benevolence extended to Jem and Dill …” (43). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  ben   Prefix Definition:    
Prefix:  vol   Prefix Definition: 
 
 
12. “Apparently deciding that it was easier to define primitive baptistry than closed communion …” (44). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Root:  commun  Root Definition: 
 
 
13. “ … they invented toilet paper and perpetual embalming …” (59). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  em   Prefix Definition: 
 
 
14. “Jem no longer felt the necessity of ascertaining the hour every five minutes” (61). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Root:  cert   Root Definition: 
 
 
15. “For reasons unfathomable to the most experienced prophets … autumn turned into winter…” (63). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  pro   Prefix Definition: 
 
 
16. “Jem and I were burdened with the guilt of contributing to the aberrations of nature …” (63). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  a   Prefix Definition: 
 
 
17. “He wore a General Hood type beard of which he was inordinately vain” (76). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  in   Prefix Definition:     
Root:  ord   Root Definition: 
 
 
18. “ … he enjoyed everything I disapproved of, and disliked my ingenuous diversions” (77). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  di   Prefix Definition:     
Root:  ver   Root Definition: 



Summer Assignment 2018: Honors English I 
Vocabulary Packet 

 
Vocabulary List #1 
 
 
19. “ … aside from the innate attractiveness of such words …” (78). 
Part of Speech:  Definition: 
Prefix:  in   Prefix Definition: 
Root:  nat   Root Definition: 
 
 
20. “ … after all, I ate at home every day with no major mishaps” (81). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  mis   Prefix Definition: 
 
21. “… but I am here to tell you it certainly does mortify the rest of the family” (83). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Root:  mort   Root Definition: 
 
 
22. “Francis looked at me carefully, concluded that I had been sufficiently subdued …” (84). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  sub   Prefix Definition: 
 
 
23. “… we were followed up the sidewalk by a philippic on our family’s moral degeneration …” (102). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  de   Prefix Definition: 
Root:  gen   Root Definition: 
 
 
24. “What Jem did was something I’d do … had I not been under Atticus’ interdict …” (102). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  inter   Prefix Definition: 
Root:  dic   Root Definition: 
 
 
25. “Today she had antagonized Jem for nearly two hours with no intention of having a fit …” (109). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Prefix:  ant   Prefix Definition: 
Root:  gon   Root Definition: 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 



Summer Assignment 2018: Honors English I 
Vocabulary Packet 

 
Vocabulary List #2 
 
 
1. “When people’s azaleas froze in a cold snap, it was because he had breathed on them” (9). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
2. “… the boys backed around the square in a borrowed flivver …” (10). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
3. “… I let well enough alone … until recess when Jem cut me from the covey of first-graders …” (18). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
4. “Walter Cunningham’s face told everybody in the first grade he had hookworms” (19). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
5. “With Christmas came a crate of smilax and holly” (21). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
6. “That spring we found a croker sack full of turnip greens” (21). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
7. “My sojourn in the corner was a short one” (22). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
8. “‘Ain’t got no mother … and their paw’s right contentious’” (27). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
9. “… she had at last seen the error of her fractious ways …” (29). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 



Summer Assignment 2018: Honors English I 
Vocabulary Packet 

 
Vocabulary List #2 
 
 
 
10. “Plucking an occasional camellia … was part of our ethical culture, but money was different” (35). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
11. “ … helping ourselves to someone’s scuppernongs was part of our ethical culture, but money was different” 
(35) 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
12. “Jem arbitrated, awarded me first push with and extra time for Dill …” (37). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
13. “ … watching flights of martins sweep low over the neighborhood and disappear …” (43). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
14. “‘ Do you smell my mimosa? It’s like angel’s breath this evening” (43). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
15. “‘… putting his life’s history on display for the edification of the neighborhood’” (49). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
16. “At first we saw nothing but a kudzu-covered spring porch …” (51). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
17. “‘When I went back for my breeches - they were all in a tangle …” (58). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
18. “Before I remembered that there was no such thing as hoodooing” (59). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 



Summer Assignment 2018: Honors English I 
Vocabulary Packet 

 
Vocabulary List #2 
 
 
19. “… the neighborhood seldom saw her, except when she watered her cannas” (63). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
20. “… but when Jem told me about changelings … I decided that she had been swapped at birth …” (77). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
21. “… two kinds of cake and ambrosia constituted a modest Christmas dinner” (82). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
22. “I waited, on tenterhooks, for Uncle Jack to tell Atticus my side of it” (87). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
23. “They don’t eat up people’s gardens, don’t nest in corncribs …” (90). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
24. “… two doors up the street from us in a house with steep front steps and a dog-trot hall” (99). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
25. “‘… Conscious,’ he smiled, ‘and cantankerous. She still disapproved heartily of my doings …” (111). 
Part of Speech:   Definition: 
Sentence: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Honors English I  

Prefix & Root Word Packet 



PREFIXES 
HONORS ENG I 

 
Prefix   Meaning   Examples        
a-   on    aboard, afire, afoot, ashore, atop 
a-   not    apathy, atheist, atypical 
ambi-   both, around   ambidextrous, ambiguous, ambivalent, ambience 
amphi-   both, around   amphibian, amphitheater 
an-   not    anarchy, anorexia 
ante-   before    antebellum, antecedant 
ant-   against    antisocial, antislavery 
auto-   self    automobile, automatic, autograph, autobiography 
be-   make    befriend, bewitch 
ben-   good    benefit, benefactor, beneficial, benevolent 
bi-   two    bicycle, binocular, biannual, bimonthly 
by-   near, side   bypass, bystander, byway 
cent-   hundred   century, centennial 
circu-   around    circulate, circumference, circus, circumstance 
co-   together   cooperate, collaborate, coordinate, coincide 
col-   with    collaborate, colleague, collect 
com-   with    combine, compare, command 
con-   with    concert, concur, connect, conference, confident 
contra-   against, opposite  contrary, contradict, contrast, contraband 
counter-  against, opposite  counteract, counterproposal, counteroffensive 
de-   down, away   descent, deduct, decrease, depart 
de-   not, opposite   deform, dehumidify 
dec-   ten    decade, decathlon, decimeter, decimal, decibel 
di-   two, double   dilemma, dioxide     
dia-   across, through  diameter, dialogue, diagonal, diagnose     
dis-   not, opposite   disappear, disagree, discontinue   
du-   two    duo, duet, dual, duplex, duplicate 
dys-   bad    dysfunctional, dystopia 
e-   out, away   evict, eject, erupt, emancipate 
em-   in    embed, embrace, empathy 
en-   in    enchant, enclose, encounter, encourage 
enter-   among, between  enterprise, entertain 
epi-   upon    epicenter, epidemic, epidermis, epithet 
epi-   after    epilogue, epitaph, epidermis 
equi-   equal    equator, equation, equilibrium, equinox 
eu-   good    eulogy, euphoria, euphemism, Eucharist, euthanasia 
ex-   out    excel, exalt, exceed, exhaust, exit 
for-   prohibit   forbid, forfeit, forget, forgo 
hept-   seven    heptagon, heptameter 
hetero-   different   heterogenous,  heterosexual 
hex-   six    hexagon, hexameter 
homo-   same    homogenous, homosexual, homophone 
hyper-   excessive   hyperactive, hypersensitive, hyperbole 
hypo-   under, too little  hypothermia, hypodermis 
il-   not    illegal, illiterate, illogical, illegitimate 
im-   not    impossible, immature, imbalance 
im-   into    immediate, immerse, immigrate, implant 
in-   not    invisible, inaccurate, independent, indecisive 
in-   into    incision, include, induce, inhale, infect 
inter-   among, between  international, interrupt 
intra-   within    intramural, intravenous 
intro-   inside    introduce, introspect, introvert 



PREFIXES 
HONORS ENG I 

 
Prefix   Meaning   Examples        
ir-   not    irregular, irresponsible 
is-   equal    isometric, isosceles, isotope 
kilo-   thousand   kilometer, kilogram, kilobyte 
macro-   large, long   macrocosm 
magni-   great, large   magnificent, magnify, magnitude 
mal-   bad    malfunction, malevolent 
meta-   more than usual  metamorphosis 
micro-   small, short   microphone, microscope, microwave 
milli-   thousand   milligram, millennium, millimeter 
mis-   wrong, not   misbehave, misconduct, miscount, mistake 
mon-   one    monk, monarch, monorail 
neg-   not    negative, neglect 
neo-   new    neoclassical, neonatal, neon 
non-   not    nonsense, nonfiction, nonstop, nonviolent 
nove-   nine    novena 
oct-   eight    octagon, octopus 
off-   from    offer, offshoot, offshore, offspring 
omni-   all    omniscient, omnivorous 
out-   surpassing   outlast, outlaw, outdo, 
pan-   all    panorama, panacea, Pan-American 
para-   almost    paramedic, paraprofessional, paralegal, paraplegic 
para-   beside    parallel, paraphase 
pent-   five    pentagon, pentathalon, Pentecost 
per-   through   perennial, permeate, permit, percolate 
peri-   around , throughout  perimeter, periscope 
poly-   many    polygamy, polyester 
post-   after    postpone, postdate 
pre-   before    prefix, precaution, preamble, prenatal, prelude 
pro-   for    pro-war, pro-American 
pro-   forward   proceed, produce, progress, project, prophet 
pro-   before    program, prologue, proclaim, profess 
prot-   first, main   protagonist, prototype, proton, protocol 
pseudo-  false    pseudonym, pseudointellectual 
quadr-   four    quadrangle, quadrant, quadriplegic, quadruple 
quint-   five    quintuplet, quintet 
re-   again    redo, rewrite, reappear, repaint, reheat 
re-   back    recall, recede, repay, reflect, rebate 
retro-   back    retroactive, retrospect 
semi-   half    semicircle, semiautomatic 
sept-   seven    septet 
sex-   six    sextet, sextuplet 
sub-   under, below   submarine, subzero, submerge  
super-   above, beyond, over  superman, supernatural, superior, supervise, superimpose 
sym-   together   symmetry, sympathy 
syn-   together   synchronize, synonym, synthesis 
tele-   distant    telephone, television, telegram, telepathy 
tetra-   four    tetrameter 
trans-   across    transport, transfer, translate 
tri-   three    tricycle, triangle, triplet 
ultra-   beyond    ultramodern, ultraconservative 
un-   not, opposite   unhappy, unable, uncomfortable 
uni-   one    unicycle, unison, unicorn, uniform, unite, unique 
with-   back, away   withdraw, withhold 



GREEK & LATIN ROOTS 
HONORS ENG I 

 
Root   Meaning   Examples        
act   do    action, actor, react, transact, enact 
aero   air    aerobics, aerodynamic, aerate   
agr   field    agriculture, agribusiness 
alt   high    altitude, alto 
alter   other    alternate, alternative, alterego 
amb   walk, go   ambulance, amble, preamble 
ami   love    amicable, amiable 
amo   love    amorous 
anim   life, spirit   animate, animal, inanimate 
ang   bend    angle, triangle, rectangle 
ann   year    annual, anniversary 
anthr   man    anthropology, philanthropist, misanthrope 
aqua   water    aquarium, aquatic 
arch   ruler    monarch, archbishop, oligarchy 
arch   primitive, original  archaeology, archaic, archetype, archive 
ast   star    astronaut, astronomy, asterisk 
aud   hear    audience, auditorium, audition 
belli   war    belligerent, rebellion 
biblio   book    bibliography, bible 
bio   life    biography, biology, biosphere 
brev   short    abbreviate, brevity 
cam   field    camp, campus, campaign 
cand   shine, light   candle, incandescent, candid, candidate 
cap   head    captain, capital, decapitate, caput 
card   heart    cardiac, cardiovascular, cardiology 
cede   go, yield   intercede, secede, concede 
ceed   go, yield   proceed, succeed 
centr   center    central, egocentric, eccentric, geocentric 
cept   take, receive   reception, accept, intercept 
cert   sure    certify, certificate, certification, certain, ascertain 
chron   time    chronological, synchronize, chronicle, chronic 
cide   kill    genocide, homicide, suicide, insecticide 
cine   movement   cinema, cinematic 
cis   cut    incision, scissors 
claim   shout    proclaim, exclaim, acclaim 
clam   shout    exclamation, clamor 
clar   clear    clarity, clarify, declare, declaration 
cline   lean    incline, decline, recline, inclination 
clud   shut    include, conclude, exclude, preclude, seclude 
cogn   know    recognize, incognito 
commun  common   communion, community, communicate, communism 
cord   heart    cordial, accord, discord 
corp   body    corporation, corpse 
cosm   universe   cosmonaut, cosmos, cosmopolitan, microcosm 
cred   believe    incredible, credit, discredit, credential 
cur   care    cure, manicure, curator 
cur   run    current, occur, excursion, concur, recur 
cycl   circle, ring   bicycle, cyclone, cycle, encyclopedia, recycle 
dem   people    democracy, epidemic 
dent   tooth    dentist, dental, denture 
dic   speak    dictate, predict, contradict, verdict 
div   divide    divorce, division, dividend, indivisible 
doc   teach    document, doctor 



GREEK & LATIN ROOTS 
HONORS ENG I 

 
Root   Meaning   Examples        
domi   master    dominate, dominion 
don   give    donation, donor, pardon, donate 
duc   lead    duct, conduct, educate, induct, aquaduct 
enn   year    biennial, centennial    
esthet   sense, perception  aesthetic, anesthesia 
fac   make, do   factory, manufacture, benefactor 
fer   carry    infer, ferry, transfer, refer 
fic   make, do   efficient, beneficial, proficient 
fid   faith    confidence, fidelity, infidel 
fig   form    figure, figment, configuration, disfigure, effigy 
firm   securely fixed   confirm, affirm 
flect   bend    reflect, inflection, genuflect 
flex   bend    reflex, flexible 
form   shape    uniform, transform, reform, format 
fract   break    fracture, infraction, fraction 
frag   break    fragment, fragile 
frater   brother   fraternal, fraternity, fraternize, fratricide 
funct   perform   function, malfunction, dysfunctional 
gen   birth, race   generation, gender, generate, genocide, genealogy 
geo   earth    geography, geometry, geology 
gnos   know    diagnose, prognosis, agnostic 
gon   angle    pentagon, hexagon, diagonal, trigonometry 
grad   step, go    graduate, gradual, grade 
gram   letter, written   telegram, diagram, grammar, epigram, monogram 
graph   write    photograph, phonograph, autograph, biography 
grat   pleasing   gratitude, congratulate, ungrateful 
greg   gather    congregation, segregation 
gress   go    progress, regress, aggression, congress 
gyn   woman    misogynist, gynecology  
hab   hold    habit, inhabit, habitual 
hib   hold    inhibit, prohibit, exhibit 
hom   man    homicide, homo sapiens   
hydr   water    hydroelectric, hydrogen, hydrant, dehydrate 
iatr   medical care   psychiatry, pediatrician 
imag   likeness   image, imagine, imagery 
init   beginning   initial, initiate, initiative 
integ   whole    integrate, integral, integrity, integer, integration 
ject   throw    project, inject, reject, subject, eject,  
junct   join    conjunction, adjunct 
jud   law    judge, judiciary 
jur   law    jury, jurisdiction 
jus   law    justice, justify 
kine   movement   kinetic, telekinesis, kinesthetic 
lab   work    laboratory, labor, collaborate, elaborate 
laps   slip    elapse, collapse, relapse, prolapse 
liber   free    liberty, liberal, liberate 
loc   place    location, locate, dislocate, local 
log   word    prologue, epilogue, dialogue, monologue, eulogy 
luc   light    lucid, translucent 
lum   light    illuminate, luminous 
luna   moon    lunar, lunatic 
lust   shine    luster, illustrate, illustrious 
man   hand    manual, manufacture, manuscript, manipulate 
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mand   order    command, demand, mandate, reprimand 
mania   madness   maniac, pyromania, cleptomania 
mar   sea    marine, submarine, mariner, maritime 
mater   mother    maternal, maternity 
mech   machine   mechanic, mechanize, mechanism 
mem   mind    memory, remember, memorial, commemorate 
ment   mind    mental, mention, demented 
meter   measure   thermometer, centimeter, diameter, barometer 
migr   change, move   migrate, immigrant 
mim   same    mimic, pantomime 
min   small, less   minimum, minor, minus, mini 
minist   serve    minister, administer, administration 
miss   send    missile, dismiss, mission 
mit   send    submit, admit, transmit 
mob   move    mobile, automobile, mobilize 
mon   advise    premonition, monitor 
morph   shape    metamorphosis, polymorphous 
mort   death    mortuary, mortal, immortal, mortified  
mot   move    motion, motor, promote 
nat   born    natal, native, nation, nativity, innate 
nav   ship    navy, navigate, circumnavigate 
neo   new    neoclassical, neonatal, neophyte 
not   mark    notation, notable, denote, notice, notify 
noun   declare    announce, denounce, pronounce 
nov   new    novel, novelty, novice, innovate 
ocu   eye    binocular, focus 
onym   name    synonym, antonym, pseudonym, anonymous 
opt   eye    optician, optical 
opt   best    optimal, optimist, optimize 
ord   row, rank   order, ordinary, ordinal 
orig   beginning   origin, original, originate, aborigine 
ortho   straight, right   orthodontist, orthodox, orthopedist 
pater   father    paternity, paternal 
path   disease, feeling   sympathy, empathy 
ped   child    pediatrician, pedagogy 
ped   foot    pedal, pedestrian, pedestal 
pel   drive    compel, expel, repel, propel, repellant 
pend   hang    pendulum, suspend 
phil   love    philosophy, philanthropist, anglophile  
phob   fear    claustrophobia, arachnophobia 
phon   sound    phonograph, symphony, telephone, microphone, phonics 
photo   light    photosynthesis, photograph,  
pod   foot    podiatrist, podium, tripod 
poli   city    metropolis, cosmopolitan, police, politics 
pop   people    population, popular, pop 
port   carry    transport, portable, import, export, porter 
psych   mind, soul   psychology, psyche, psychiatrist 
pug   fight    pugnacious, pugilist, repugnant 
ques   ask, seek   question, inquest, request 
quis   ask, seek   inquisitive 
rad   ray    radius, radio, radiation, radiator, radiology 
rect   straight   rectangle, direction, correct 
reg   rule, guide   regal, reign, regulate, regime 
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rid   laugh    ridiculous, ridicule, derisive, deride 
rupt   break    rupture, erupt, interrupt, abrupt, bankrupt 
san   health    sanitation, sane, insanity 
scend   climb    ascend, descend, transcend 
sci   know    science, conscience, omniscient, conscious 
scop   see    microscope, telescope, stethoscope 
scribe   write    transcribe, inscribe, describe, prescribe,  
script   write    script, scripture, transcript 
sect   cut    section, dissect, intersect, sect, bisect 
sed   settle    sedative, sediment, sedentary, sedate 
sent   feel    sentimental, assent, dissent, consent 
serv   watch over   conserve, preserve, reserve, reservoir 
sign   mark    signal, signature, significant, insignia 
sim   like    similar, simultaneous, simulate, simile 
sist   stand    consist, resist, subsist, assist 
sol   alone    solo, solitary, desolate, soliloquy 
son   sound    sonar, sonata, sonnet, unison, sonorous 
soph   wise    philosopher, sophomore, sophisticated 
spec   see    inspect, retrospect, suspect, respect, spectator, spectacle 
spir   breathe   respiration, inspire, spirit, perspire, conspire 
sta   stand    station, status, stabile, stagnant, statue 
struct   build    structure, construction, instruct, destruction 
sum   highest    summit, summary, sum, summons 
surg   rise    surge, insurgent, resurgent 
surr   rise    resurrect, insurrection 
tact   touch    intact, contact, tactile 
tain   hold    retain, contain, detain, attain, maintain, sustain 
ten   hold    tenacious, tenure, tentative, retentive, tenable 
ten   stretch    tendon, tendency, tension, tent, tense 
term   end    terminal, terminate, determine, exterminate 
terr   land    territory, terrain, extraterrestrial, terrace 
tex   weave    textile, texture, text, context 
therm   heat    thermometer, thermal, thermostat, thermos 
tort   twist    torture, contort, retort, tort 
tract   pull, drag   tractor, attract, subtract, traction, extract, contract 
trib   give    contribute, tribute 
trud   push    intrude, protrude 
trus   push    intrusive, obtrusive 
turb   confusion   disturb, turbulent, perturb 
urb   city    urban, suburb 
vac   empty    vacant, vacation, vacuum, evacuate, vacate 
var   different   vary, variety, various, invariable 
ven   come    convene, convention, advent, invent, venue 
ver   truth    verdict, verify, aver 
ver   turn    convert, reverse, versatile, introvert 
vict   conquer   victory, conviction 
vid   see    video, evidence, provide, providence 
vinc   conquer   convince, invincible 
vis   see    visible, vision, invisible 
voc   voice    vocal, advocate 
vol   wish, will   volunteer, benevolent 
volv   turn    revolve, involve, evolve, revolver, revolution 
vor   eat    voracious, omnivore, herbivore, carnivore 


